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A note from the Chairman 
Doug Rudge 

 

I ended my last report with news that funding had been secured to 

enable us to surface the path around the Borrow Pit at Seaton Marshes. I 

am pleased to be able to start this one by reporting that the work was 

completed during the first week of August. A combination of contractors, 

EDDC Countryside staff and a happy band of volunteers worked together 

to lay the stone in around three days, which was two days quicker than 

expected. Grateful thanks must go to our funding partners, Tesco 'Bags of 

Help' fund, Seaton Town Council, The Province of Devonshire Masonic 

WAKE fund and Axe Valley Runners for their generous contributions. The 

whole of our beautiful Borrow Pit nature reserve is now accessible to 

everyone all year round, regardless of conditions underfoot (except during 

very rare flooding events), so why not head down and enjoy the peace and 

tranquillity of this wonderful place? 

Another project that we are very excited about started in September: 

earlier this year your committee agreed to part fund a two-year project in 

conjunction with the EDDC Countryside team to release around 400 Water 

Voles at Seaton Wetlands to help boost their population on the lower Axe. 

Several of us gathered on 4th September to help build temporary pens at 

various locations around the Wetlands, putting out 213 animals for a so 

called ‘soft’ release, where the temporary cages helped them acclimatise 

to their surroundings before they were let out 3–4 days later. So next time 

you visit the Wetlands, make sure you keep your eyes and ears open for 

signs of these elusive creatures. One of the best ways to locate them is to 

listen because they are very noisy eaters – it almost sounds like they are 

eating a bag of crisps! 

While you are there you might notice something different about 

Black Hole Marsh and the southern half of Colyford Common because in 

July SWEB undertook a major engineering project to divert the main 

electricity supply cables for this section, taking them off the poles over the 

marsh and underground through the reserve. What a difference this makes 

to the panorama and what a difference it will make to the bird life that will 
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no longer be in danger of flying into the wires or having predators perching 

on them waiting to pick off any unwary individuals below. 

Another thing that we have agreed to fund is the follow-up to the 

East Devon AONB’s Legacy to Landscape initiative. Having contributed to 

the original project, which has been a great success but which is now 

nearing the end of its 3-year term, we felt it to be absolutely the right thing 

to do to support the next phase proposals, which very closely reflect our 

own objectives and whose boundaries will be wider than the original project 

yet still sit geographically wholly within our catchment area. So if you are 

interested in the natural and/or social history of this stunning landscape 

then I would urge you to go along to some (or all) of their activities. 

If you just want to get your sleeves rolled up and get stuck into 

something physical then check out the events pages in the middle of the 

newsletter where you will find the dates for our winter ‘work’ parties. I put 

the word ‘work’ in inverted commas because these are voluntary activities 

and you can do as much or as little as you like on the day. If you just want 

to boil the Kelly kettles and make tea you will be more than welcome. This 

year we have tried to introduce an element of routine into the programme 

by opting for the first Wednesday and the third Saturday of each month. 

There are, inevitably, a couple of exceptions to this in October and in 

January when the Wednesday session will be on the second Wednesday 

of these months. 

If you are not able to get involved physically, have you considered 

being one of our representatives at one or more of our public-facing events 

such as the Axe Vale Festival or Natural Seaton? We are always looking 

for enthusiastic members to cover the occasional free time slot at such 

events, so if you get on with people and you know a little bit about the 

natural world and the things that we do then you could be the breath of 

fresh air that we need. Have a think about it. Chat with us. Come along to 

the AGM (7th November at 19:30 in Colyford Memorial Hall) and prove the 

truth of the old adage: ‘the more you put into something, the more you get 

out of it!’ 
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Wildlife Open Day – Seaton Wetlands – 3 June 2018 
Simon Gray 

 
After last year’s washout, it was refreshing to arrive at the Wetlands 

in glorious sunshine. For those of you who haven’t attended, a number of 

events are organised (in conjunction with East Devon and Seaton Jurassic) 

to help the local community know better the wonderful facility on their 

doorstep. We filled our gazebo with picture quizzes, literature about the 

Society, our hedgehog survey, kids’ insect-house kits, a few sweat- and T-

shirts, and bird and bat boxes. Neil had built a sandbox to see if kids could 

distinguish between those things that should be found on a beach and 

those (plastic, etc.) that should not. One child thought it was cheating and 

not fair when he put a seahorse in the ‘yes - should be on beach’ box, only 

to be told. “Well actually, it’s plastic - so it should be in the ‘no’ box”. 

Mike Lock and Martin Drake took groups on wild flower and insect 

walks. Lesley & Pete organised cream teas. In the classroom, Neil showed 

lots of wonderful native moths from the moth trap that he had put out the 

previous evening and run overnight. People are always amazed to see the 

size and variety we have. The Field Classroom was also hosting a display 

of bird photographs by members of Devon Birds. In the Island Hide, Ian 

Waite spent the day showing people the birds around it. Opposite, in the 

Discovery Hut, John Fendick had a display of the latest photographic gear.  

Pond dipping is another great pastime. It really is magical to watch 

kids and adults losing themselves in the simple pleasure of catching fish 

and insects with a net. Water scorpions, newts, sticklebacks, and diving 

beetles were all caught (and later released!).  

We all decided the day had been a great success with 176 people 

visiting. If we had encouraged a few to appreciate the wonders of the 

natural world, then we had in some small part done what we had set out to 

achieve. 

A big “Thank you” to all those who help and, as always, do a huge 

amount behind the scenes. It really is appreciated. If any of you reading 

this think that you would like to be involved, let one of the committee know; 

our names and contact details are inside the front cover. 
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Bee Farming on an East Devon Clifftop 
 

Rowland Molony 
 

For the past twelve years I’ve kept bee hives some 120 feet above the 

shoreline on a chalk clifftop allotment. It’s a very good location. East 

Devon’s coastal margins are a good place for bees. Varied sources of 

pollen and nectar foraged from wild growths on the cliff-edge margins, and 

natural flowering hedgerows, and suburban gardens, result in a complex 

multi-floral honey, light gold in colour, with a rich and lasting after-taste. 

Not unlike a fine wine, in my view. But then I would say that. 

Honey is one of nature’s most astonishing products. It’s a distillation 

from nectar. Nectar in itself has variety and complexity, offered by flowers 

to attract pollinating insects. It contains sugars: sucrose, glucose and 

fructose, as well as water and enzymes from plants and from soil in varying 

proportions according to the plant species. Forager bees bring this back to 

the hive, regurgitate it, adding their own stomach enzymes to the mix. In 

the hive, nectar is fanned to lower the water content and to concentrate the 

sugars to a viscous state. You’ll be aware of varying tastes and colours 

and viscosities of the honey you buy in the jar. This is due to the particular 

flowers that the bees have been visiting. 

There’s an uneasy tension between growing vegetables and bee-

farming – that is, if you’re trying to do both on the same allotment-strip of 

land. Bees don’t mind a body that’s on the move and passing through, but 

they have limited tolerance for a presence that is stationary – say, for 

example, somebody trying to work in a raised bed, digging maybe, or 

weeding. A decisive head-butt, meaning Hey – you’re in our vicinity! will 

turn into a sting if you don’t move away. And the obvious solution, 

gardening in a bee suit, isn’t great on a hot summer’s day. 

A sting is always a death. The honey bee commits suicide when it 

stings. Finer than a hair, the sharp point is barbed and can’t retract, so 

when the bee flies away it literally pulls its guts out, wrenching off the end 

of its abdomen. This leaves the sting hooked in the skin, often with the 

pump muscle attached. This will go on pumping venom down through the 
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sting, which is why it’s important to scrape out the barb immediately and 

so reduce as far as possible the quantity of venom injected.  

 

Nationally, honeybees are facing a variety of threats to their survival: 

the loss of wild flower meadows; the grubbing-out of ancient hedgebanks; 

insecticides, plus the endemic varroa mite and the threatened arrival of 

small hive beetle and the Asian Hornet, all these put the survival of 

honeybees in a precarious state. What can be done to help them? 

Educating children about bees from Primary school upwards lays a 

foundation of common knowledge about pollinating insects. Bee-friendly 

farming practices are obviously important. And you? If you have a garden, 

how about keeping lavender, cotoneaster and sedum in your beds? And 

you’ll be doing your own physiology a favour if you eat honey from your 

own locality, which is made from pollen and nectar in your own home area.  

Away from the hives, other things are going on. The frames that 

store honey are an attraction for mice, which means that in winter the 
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boxes that hold them, known as ‘supers’, have to be stacked and sealed-

off from little visitors in the shed. I use kitchen peelings for compost, and 

this inevitably attracts a rat or two. If the plum tree has an aphid infection, 

then there may be visits from greenfinches. Flycatchers are quite common. 

Overhead, Peregrine Falcons from the Branscombe Cliffs do high altitude 

soaring. And the allotment seems to lie directly beneath some invisible 

south-westerly aerial highway perpetually in use by Rooks from the rookery 

in the maritime pines and holm oaks on the far side of the valley. Often a 

pair of Ravens pass along the same route, cronking briefly to each other.   

Sometimes, in the business of protecting your livestock, nature 

intervenes and there’s not a thing you can do about it. One afternoon last 

summer I stood by the hives, where the air was heavily populated with 

bees passing each other, either setting out or coming back from foraging. 

In the sky high above them were Swallows, circling. Every few moments, 

a bird would come scything down, snatch a bee out of the air and zoom 

away. To Swallows, a concentration of homing bees with their stomachs 

full of honey must be as inviting as an open box of chocolates. 

 

 

 

 

 

AV&DCS maroon short-sleeved poly/cotton 

polo shirts and long-sleeved sweatshirts: 

Small, Medium, Large and Extra Large: £14 

each for sweatshirts and £12.50 for polo shirts. 

All profits to Society funds. 

Please contact Ian/Yvonne Waite on 01297 
20326  

or email waite@relaxatseaton.co.uk for 
further details. 

 

http://www.axevaleconservation.co.uk/join.html#sweatshirt
mailto:waite@relaxatseaton.co.uk
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Woods and Water: the 2018 AONB Conference 

Donald Campbell 
 

Chris Woodruff, AONB Manager, introduced this year’s day of discussion 

and associated field visit with reference to the Government’s 25-year goals 

including clean air, clean and plentiful water, more efficient use of natural 

resources and enhanced engagement with the natural environment.  

He introduced the first speaker, Kate Tobin, who was familiar to 

many as she had worked in the Wetlands and on the Great Trees of East 

Devon Project. It was appropriate therefore that she now works for the 

Forestry Commission. In the context of the 25-year plan she emphasised 

the importance of trees in flood prevention and improving the infiltration of 

water into soil (by up to 60 times, as shown on a demonstration farm), 

thereby mitigating pollution run-off. It was better to use the wood from fallen 

or felled trees for construction planking than for firewood, where too much 

‘wet’ wood was burned, liberating greenhouse gases. Biomass drying 

sheds may not be beautiful but they are essential for effective, pollution-

free wood burning.  

At 15%, Devon woodland cover is 3% lower than the national 

average, but 10% higher than in 1900, largely because of conifer planting. 

Only 59% of present woodland is actively managed, less than in the distant 

past. Back in 1658, managers had to plant replacement oak, elm and ash 

every year. 

It was good that timber prices were high, that trees were being 

appreciated as an aid to wellbeing, and that their importance in flood 

prevention, and in providing shelter and shade on farms were being 

appreciated. By contrast was the bad news that 95% of ash trees in the 

Blackdowns and East Devon were likely to be affected by ash die-back. 

Chestnut Blight, and the Emerald Ash Borer beetle also threatened trees, 

as did Grey Squirrels and the highest deer population for a thousand years. 

With climate change comes a higher risk of fire.  
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Farming and Water 

 

Moving from woods to water, Yog Ioweth, representing the South 

West Rivers Trust, brought us up to date with Catchment Sensitive 

Farming, a project which aims to combine protection of both nature and 

landscapes, together with an economic pay-back for co-operative farmers. 

The Rivers Trust, working in 77 targeted local catchments ranging from 

ditches to small rivers, advised farmers on a voluntary, not regulatory, 

basis.  

Soil erosion with run-off from bare sloping land led to eutrophication 

– enrichment with phosphates and sediments that reduce oxygen levels 

and silt up fish spawning beds. The phosphate binds to eroding soil, and 

nitrates react in much the same way. It has taken some two thousand years 

for 10 cm of soil to develop, but little time for it to be lost. With water 

pollution having become the norm, whole-river pollution is less likely to be 

reported than visible changes in part of a river, below a tributary stream for 

example. It was encouraging that the Environment Minister, Michael Gove, 

was at last talking about soil but discouraging that the effects of a tiny 

pesticide residue might be detectable miles downstream. Sixty percent of 

all water problems, often from minor sources, were linked to diffuse water 

pollution from agriculture.  

Away from agricultural sediments, E.coli, from misconnected drains, 

detracted from bathing water quality as did dogs and birds, particularly 

gulls, near beaches. Floods, discussed by Gemma Cater, were another 

problem with the County Council, a statutory consultee on the Sustainable 

Drainage Scheme (SuDS) which has a range of approaches to surface 

water, its quantity and quality, its effects on public amenity and on 

biodiversity. In addition, riparian land owners had a responsibility to let 

water flow naturally, to prevent pollution, to protect wildlife and to maintain 

the river bed and banks.  

Finally, Tim Young, speaking on behalf of Wood 4 Water, told how 

the group targeted landowners in catchments with failing water quality. In 

the Otter and Axe catchments, as previously mentioned, the high priority 

was to reduce phosphate and sediment, and the question was where to 
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plant trees to take up the phosphate and anchor the sediment. After 

contacting 540 farmers about available grants, the Farming and Wildlife 

Advisory Group (FWAG) visited farms to work out where best to plant trees. 

Some 20 hectares in Yarcombe, Membury, Wellbrook, along the Tale and 

in Allington were selected, with the tree species depending on situation. In 

places debris-dams, using branches as partial obstructions to slow the flow 

were also used, while fencing could also exclude cattle if an alternative 

water source was available.  

 

Along the Coly 

 

After lunch we moved to Chantry Bridge over the Coly where we 

heard of some of the difficulties for a local farmer and his cattle. This part 

of the East Devon Way is popular with dog walkers and although his beef 

cattle are just about dog-proof, many dog owners still do not clean up their 

dog mess, and others use an entry gate that is not on the official route. 

Floods were another problem although the risk had been reduced some 

years ago by replacing a wall along the road, which had held up flood 

water, with wire fencing through which water could flow, as long as flood 

detritus was regularly removed. It was noticeable that such detritus was 

building up against one arch of the bridge and that another was largely 

blocked, at this time of low flow, by stone brought down in times of flood.  

Slightly upstream, the clarity of the water was questioned and it was 

pointed out that work, official or not, was 

being carried out higher up the Coly to 

straighten the river. A JCB had 

eliminated a natural meander and its 

sandbank, previously favoured by Sand 

Martins. This would no doubt speed up 

run-off after rain. The role of Beavers, in 

other parts of Devon, in slowing down 

run-off, reducing flooding downstream 

and enhancing biodiversity, was discussed. Whether one considers woods 

or water, conflicting views and changing values are always to be found. 
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Portland Birdwatching Trip 18th April 
 

Fran Sinclair 
 

After all the rain and fog that had followed March's snow we could hardly 

believe our luck that one of the first days of brilliant sunshine coincided with 

the birdwatching trip to Portland. At the Bill, the strong south-easterly winds 

were whipping spindrift from the waves as the heavy south-westerly swell 

brought them thumping onto the rocks with impressive force. Perfect. 

Our first birds of the morning (not counting Woodpigeons and 

corvids) were flocks of Linnet and we also soon saw a 

Stonechat and Wheatears in or near an MOD 

enclosure that provided plenty of perches. We had a 

constant soundtrack of Skylark music – ascending 

and descending – and saw many of them too. Just 

one Black Redstart appeared, and then as we 

approached the westerly cliff edge, we saw several 

Gannets diving into the sea. We watched the 

Guillemots and Razorbills for a while before heading 

north and slightly more inland, with occasional fly-pasts by Meadow Pipits.  

The next notable encounter – apart from a lot of Small Eggar 

caterpillar webs on the Blackthorn – was when Ian spotted a Hoopoe in 

flight. We knew it had been around but we'd have been unlikely to spot it 

without that short flight. For such distinctive colouring it is surprisingly 

discreet on the ground. Not only did we all get a good look but several 

passers-by were shown where to look or offered a look through one of the 

scopes. A short while later we saw it again, in a field inland from the 

Observatory. We paused at the Observatory for a while, but there were not 

many birds about. 

We then walked to the nearby quarry in the not very lively hope of 

seeing the Little Owl. Doug's eagle-eyes, however, spotted it tucked into 

an improbably small crevice, so we all managed to see that as well. While 

we looked for the owl, we also saw a Lesser Whitethroat across the quarry. 
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We moved to the westerly cliffs to have lunch, from where we could once 

again watch auks; a Grey Seal was spotted offshore. Other birds we saw 

at the Bill included Swallow, Sand Martin, Rock Pipit, Sandwich Tern and 

Fulmar. 

After lunch we drove down to Ferrybridge, which wasn't as generous 

with its birds, although those with scopes saw Little Egret, Red-breasted 

Merganser, Common Gull and Curlew. There were a few Oystercatcher, 

Wheatear and Pied Wagtail among the closer birds. The flora included 

Thrift and a very pretty Soft Crane’s-bill Geranium molle. 

On to Radipole, and we saw Great Crested Grebe before we had 

even parked. By the Visitor Centre there were the usual Tufted Duck and 

Pochard along with Mallard – the bridge gave a grandstand view of the 

Tufted Ducks diving and feeding. As we walked round we saw Shoveler 

and Gadwall and heard a Reed Warbler. We also heard Cetti's Warbler 

and had surprisingly good views of one obliging bird, which was visible first 

on one side of the path and then on the other. This was a poignant treat, 

given the apparent loss of the Cetti's Warblers at Seaton Wetlands since 

the 'second snow' this year.  

As we made our way to the new 

North Screens we passed ponds with 

well-established clumps of Marsh 

Marigold, and saw several butterflies: 

whites and a Peacock. We spotted a 

female Marsh Harrier at some distance 

but in the direction we were heading 

and, indeed, when we got to the 

Screens she was quite close as she flew in the same pattern over the 

reedbeds and hedges several times. As a finale, a male Marsh Harrier flew 

up from behind the reeds a little further east and patrolled the area briefly.  

It was a thoroughly enjoyable trip and our total of bird species for the 

day was 66, including the Buzzards seen on the journey there and back. 

Many thanks to Ian for organising and leading the trip, and once again to 

Tammy for cake. 
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Tree Frog Spawn 

 
Fran Sinclair 

 
During a spring birdwatching stroll through Dunsford Woods we saw what 

looked, at first glance, like some kind of jelly fungus or slime-mould on a 

tree branch 3 or 4 metres above the woodland floor. Through binoculars it 

was obviously frogspawn: the black eggs could be clearly seen. We 

deduced that it must have been taken there by a predator but it still seemed 

extraordinary. 

Searching the Internet later, however, showed that it is not 

uncommon. Although a lot of animals and birds eat frogs, they don't eat 

the ovaries because the spawn contained in them expands massively 

when wet. Buzzards and crows will often take frogs and then retreat to a 

nearby perch to eat their prey. They leave the ovaries, which then expand 

and burst when they get wet, leaving a clump of spawn.  

But how do the birds know to avoid the ovaries - are they warned by 

some smell or taste? Is the texture a danger signal? Or are they taught? 

Further research brought little in the way of scientific sources but there 

were several interesting articles suggesting even greater intelligence in 

corvids than is generally known.  

Since 1968 and especially in Hamburg in 2005, there have been 

sensational reports of 'exploding toads'.  An amphibian specialist, Frank 

Mutschmann, eventually worked out what had happened.  

He examined dead and living toads from the Hamburg pond and 

found they had circular incisions in their backs, as if made by a bird, and 

their livers were missing. He said it was clearly the work of crows, which 

are clever enough to know the toads' skin is toxic and realize the liver is 

the only part worth eating. He could not explain how the crows learned 

where the liver was, however. The ‘explosions’ occurred because the eggs 

remaining in the dead toads swelled up in water so that the toad appeared 

to have burst.  
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Programme of Activities 

Autumn and Winter 2018–2019 

 

Please wear appropriate clothing and footwear; bring a picnic to events 
marked with an asterisk (☼). Car share where possible, contacting leader 
if need be. Contact numbers: Work Party details: Donald Campbell 01297 
552945; for Bird Watch details: Ian Waite 01297 20326; walks: Mike Lock 
01297 551556; EDDC Countryside Service 01395 517557; other queries, 
including problems with grid references and meeting points: Doug Rudge 

07702 189914.  
 

At the end of a walk or birdwatch the leader will ask for a donation 
to Society funds.  

 
Undercliffs working parties and walks  

often involve long walks to a remote location. Walking can be 
strenuous and the ground uneven so you must wear walking boots 

and be physically fit. Please declare any medical conditions. 
 

 

OCTOBER 2018 

Wed 
10th. 

10.00 – 
16.00 

Work Party – 
Holyford Woods 

Woodland Management.  
Meet at Holyford Farm 
(SY236923) ☼ 

Sat 
20th. 

10.00 – 
16.00 

Work Party – 
Undercliff; Humble 
Glades.  

Scrub clearance/tree 
felling. Meet at Whitlands 
SY306911). ☼ 

Tue 
23rd. 

14.00 – 
16.00 

Family Explorer 
Afternoon  
Holyford Woods 
LNR 

Join Penny Evans for an 
afternoon of outdoor fun. 
Explore the area, find out 
about the wildlife that lives 
there and get creative 
using natural materials. 
Parents too, please. Meet 
at Seaton Down Hill Picnic 
Site (SY233913). Book with 
EDDC at 
wildeastdevon.co.uk or 
01395 517557.£5 per family 
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DECEMBER 2018 

Sat 
1st. 

10.00 – 
12.00 

Axe Estuary 
Clean-up 

Meet at lay-by N of Axmouth 
Bridge. Wear wellies and old 
clothes; bring gloves. 

Wed 
5th. 

10.00 –  
16.00 

Work Party, 
Undercliff, Goat 
Island.  

Scrub clearance. Meet at top 
of Stepps Lane, Axmouth. 
(SY266903).  ☼ 

Sat 
15th.  

10.00 – 
16.00 

Work Party, 
Undercliff, 
Pinhay.  

Laurel clearance. Meet at the 
first fork in the Pinhay 
driveway (SY316914) 

Mon 
17th. 

10.00 – 
all day 

Bird Watch, 
Ferrybridge and 
Portland.  

With Ian Waite. Meet Ferry 
Bridge Car Park (SY668755).  
Inform IW if attending. ☼ 

 

JANUARY 2019 

Mon  
7th.  

10.00 - 
12.30 

Identifying 
trees in winter. 
Walk at 
Holyford 
Woods. 

With Mike Lock. Meet at Seaton 
Tower lay-by. SY233914. 

Wed 
9th. 

10.00 – 
16.00 

Work Party – 
Trinity Hill 

Scrub clearance.  Meet at 
reserve car park (SY307959) ☼ 

Sat 
16th. 

10.00 – 
16.00 

Work Party – 
Pennyhayes 
Farm 

Scrub clearance.  Meet at 
Pennyhayes Farm (SY241970) 
☼ 

 

 

NOVEMBER 2018 

Mon  
5th. 

13.00 – 
17.00 

Bird Watch. Bowling 
Green Marsh and 
Dart’s Farm 

With Ian Waite. 
Meet at Dart’s Farm Lower 
Car Park (SX977883). 
Inform IW if attending.  

Wed. 
7th. 

10.00 – 
16.00 

Work Party. 
Undercliff (Ware 
Pond) 

Meet/Park at Crow’s 
Nest/Ware Lane. 
Potentially WET! ☼ 

Sat 
17th. 

10.00 – 
16.00 

Work Party – 
Holyford Woods 

Woodland Management.  
Meet at Holyford Farm 
(SY236923) ☼ 
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FEBRUARY 2019 

Wed 
6th. 

10.00 – 
16.00 

Work Party. 
Undercliffs; 
Humble Glades. 

Scrub clearance, tree felling. 
Meet at Whitlands (SY306911). 
☼ 

Sat 
16th. 

10.00 – 
16.00 

Work Party. 
Undercliffs; Goat 
Island.  

Scrub clearance. Meet at top 
of Stepps Lane, Axmouth. 
(SY266903).  ☼ 

Mon  
25th.  

10.00 – 
14.00 

Walk – Otterhead 
Lakes.  

With Ian Waite. For 
Snowdrops at the source of 
the R Otter. Inform IW if 
attending. Meet at Car Park 
(ST224141) 

 

 

 

MARCH 2019 

Sat 
2nd. 

09.30 – 
15.30 

Walk: 7 miles. 
Lyme Regis to 
Axmouth on the 
Coast Path. 

With Roger Critchard. Meet at 
Holmbush Car Park, Lyme 
Regis (SY336920). Contact RC 
on 01460 220756 to arrange 
return transport. ☼ 

Wed 
6th.  

10.00 – 
16.00 

Work Party. 
Undercliff. 
Pinhay. 

Laurel clearance. Meet at the 
first fork in the Pinhay 
driveway (SY316914). ☼ 

Sat 
19th. 

10.00 – 
16.00 

Work Party – 
Colyton 
Community 
Woodland 

General management.  Meet at 
site car park, Hillhead 
(SY245934) ☼ 

Mon 
25th 

10.00 – 
14.00 

Bird Watch, 
Dartmoor,  
(Steps Bridge) 

With Ian Waite. Meet at car 
park on right-hand side past 
bridge (SX803883). Inform IW 
if attending.  

Wed 
27th. 

10.00 – 
12.30 

Walk, Holyford 
Woods.  

With Mike Lock. For spring 
flowers and early migrant 
birds. Meet at Seaton Tower 
lay-by. SY233914. 
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Other walks and events in the area are arranged by the 
following organisations (among others): 

 
 

EDDC Countryside Service (01395 517557); 
www.eastdevon.gov.uk/countryside/countryside-events 

[They publish one booklet each year, covering summer events 
organised by a wide range of organisations in this area. For 

winter events, see the website above.] 
 
 

Jurassic Coast Trust 
(01305 224132; www.jurassiccoast.org) 

 
 

Seaton Visitor Centre Trust   
(01297 22198; www.seatonvisitortrust.org) 

 

 

Legacy to Landcape 
(01404 310012; legacytolandscape@gmail.com 

 

 

 

 

 

Please note the Society’s 
website: 

www.axevaleconservation.org.uk 
 

 
 

http://www.eastdevon.gov.uk/countryside/countryside-events
http://www.jurassiccoast.org/
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St Mark’s Fly and other saintly insects 

 
Martin Drake 

 

Each spring we all have to re-learn the names and ecologies of species 

peripheral to our main natural history interests. So, early in the season, 

and as the man expected to know everything about flies, I get plenty of 

queries about the big black insect that flies lazily with something dangling 

below it. These are St Mark’s Fly, Bibio marci, so named by Linnaeus 

because they are supposed to fly en masse on about St Mark’s Day, 25 

April. While it is true that they start to emerge in late April, the British 

records suggest a slightly later peak in May. I don’t think the seasons in 

Sweden, where Linnaeus lived, would have been any more advanced than 

our English seasons, so the name was perhaps chosen more for impact 

than accuracy. Linnaeus was, after all, an excellent self-publicist which is 

why we use his system of binomials to name organisms rather than more 

cumbersome earlier systems. These flies may look rather brutish but are 

innocuous. The dangly bit is their long fat hind legs that may be one of 

those sexual signalling devices to make them look bigger and butcher than 

they really are: their equivalent of peacock tails. Swarming males are 

merely trying to entice females that blunder into their midst, maybe 

attracted by the conspicuous swarm – or do they smell good, and so attract 

her? The only things that should worry about them are grasses and low 

herbs as their larvae munch away at the roots, sometimes lots together 

which can cause agricultural damage. I think the spring spectacle of these 

big insects is worth a few grass roots. And any insect that expends lots of 

energy flying has to refuel, so these flies are among the many that visit 

flowers, inadvertently pollinating them in exchange for some nectar. 

I see that there are two other insects apparently named after St 

Mark. You’d be excused for disliking Botanophila sanctimarci as it looks 

like any other fat bristly fly but is quite rare and I don’t think we have any 

local records. After having munched on Ramsons as a larva, it emerges in 

April, so presumably the German, Czerny, who named it was inspired by 

this early flight-time coinciding with St Mark’s day. The other species I know 
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named after this saint is the little water-beetle Oreodytes sanmarkii, which 

lives in shallow streams, and is found in the Axe catchment. Whether 

Sahlberg, who named it, had St Mark in mind is not clear since, although 

the beetle can be found through the whole year, it peaks in August. Maybe 

Sahlberg named if after a mate who found the first specimens, in the usual 

practice of taxonomists slapping their fellow workers on the back by 

naming a species for them. 

There are bound to be others, but I do wonder why St Mark has been 

singled out. There are many saints with their own feast days but I cannot 

think of others being used for the species name of insects. Botanists have 

St John’s Wort (Hypericum) and the Irish understandably have St Patrick’s 

Cabbage (although it’s not a cabbage but a saxifrage). One explanation 

may be that St Mark’s symbol, a winged lion, is not in fact a lion but a fly, 

but I think my suggestion wouldn’t stand scrutiny since flies are far more 

often associated with Satan than an evangelist. This prejudice does seem 

rather short-sighted since without the flies that have led to this view, 

through their association with corpses and faeces, we’d be in an awful 

mess. 

Anyway, next April you’ll know what the big black fly is! 

 

Bibio 

 
(from Royal Entomological  
Society Handbook  
Vol 9 Part 7. 
Drawn by Maureen Lane) 
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Beer Head Botanical Stroll 18 July 2018 

Mike Lock 

 
Twelve members and visitors gathered in the Beer cliff-top car park, and 

we soon set off across the bone-dry brown grass. The varied flower colours 

of clones of Lesser Bindweed – shades of white and pink – were admired 

in the lane, as were the flowers of Burdock being visited by Red-tailed 

Bumblebees. In the hedge of the first field there was flowering Upright 

Hedge Parsley – the last of the ‘cow-parsleys’ to flower – as well as Field 

Scabious and Yellow Toadflax. The clear day gave us a distant view of the 

Isle of Portland as well as of the contrast between the white chalk cliffs at 

Beer and the reddish Triassic Cliffs of Seaton.  

As we moved through the gap into the next field a fine Adder, 

probably a female from its size, was spotted crossing the path ahead of us 

and everyone had good views of this fine snake as it 

moved steadily away into the hedge. This field 

contained plants of the first two thistles of the day – 

Musk Thistle and Spear Thistle, the former with nodding 

heads and the latter with upright ones. Beer Head is an 

excellent site for thistles and on a good day one can see 

nine species. Two more were seen in the next field; 

Marsh Thistle rather surprisingly grows to five or six feet 

high on an apparently dry bank; perhaps there is water 

seepage during the winter and spring. Stemless (or 

Picnic) Thistle, a typical species of calcareous pastures, 

was common here as well; it must be deep rooted as the 

rosettes were green and fresh and flowering freely. Here we also saw 

thistle number five – the noxious perennial 

Creeping Thistle with its pale mauve sweetly-

scented heads. A white flowered individual here 

showed just how far this species can spread 

underground. Small Copper and Marbled White 

butterflies added to the interest. 
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A steep unploughed chalky bank, usually rich in the typical plants, 

was disappointing, with just a single flower of Wild Thyme and the dead 

inflorescences of Rock Rose, but a nice flowering plant of Hoary Plantain 

allowed us to admire its pink-purple-stalked stamens. We then moved to 

Beer Head itself and looked at the remains of the look-out post from the 

Napoleonic Wars and also at some of the cliff-top plants that can be found 

on the seaward side of the fence, protected from grazing. Viper’s Bugloss 

with its blue flowers was almost over, and Nottingham Catchfly – a local 

specialty – completely so, but Portland Spurge and Eyebright were 

flowering. Further on we saw thistle number six – the pale pinkish-flowered 

Slender Thistle, as well as Wild Carrot and Sea Beet, both ancestors of 

crop plants and perhaps evidence that our ancient ancestors often lived 

near the sea and selected their edible plants there. There was also a good 

deal of Ploughman’s Spikenard, a plant apparently formerly used as an 

insecticide and aromatic (the true Spikenard comes from the root of a 

Himalayan plant, Nardostachys, in the valerian family).  

Another steep chalky slope was very dry, with no 

flowering Squinancywort, but we found a most vigorous 

plant of thistle number seven – the yellow-flowered 

Carline Thistle, and nearby a plant or two of number 

eight, Milk Thistle. This last species is not a native of 

Britain, but has been recorded from this locality for over 

a hundred years and can be found in varying numbers 

every year.  

We moved on to the Coastguard Cottage and saw the bases of 

the World War II radar installations before heading back 

across the fields past the very docile and peaceful cows. The 

track back across the fields was rather dull but near the end 

we found that a new bank had been built and that numerous 

weedy species had appeared on the disturbed ground. 

Common and Opium Poppies were present, as was Penny 

Cress and Knotgrass.  
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Emsworthy Mire: a Natural Paradise 
David Cox 

This 99 hectare site on Dartmoor has been managed by Devon Wildlife 

Trust for more than six years. It is scenically beautiful and has a range of 

superb unspoilt habitats for wildlife. The site comprises a shallow hollow 

with the Becka Brook running along the bottom, flanked in 

the distance by rocky outcrops, including Hound Tor. 

From the rim of the hollow we admired boggy areas 

marked by fluffy white cotton grass interwoven with 

impressive stands of Heath Spotted Orchids, ranging in 

colour from deep pink to pure white. The hillsides 

supported well-spaced ancient hawthorns and mountain 

ash, interspersed with gorse scrub. The reserve is 

grazed by cattle and Dartmoor Ponies. 

On 11 June, thirteen of us, led by Ian Waite, spent a perfect warm, 

sunny, day strolling along some of the marked paths around this reserve. 

We made for a restored barn amongst the ruined walls of an old farmhouse 

with mature trees, crumbling walls and grazing cattle; perfect Redstart 

territory. On cue we had splendid views of a Redstart family with the male 

singing from tree tops on his territorial circuit. Resuming our walk we 

admired the typical Dartmoor acid-loving flora, including Tormentil, Heath 

Bedstraw, Heath Speedwell, Heath Milkwort and of course the afore 

mentioned orchids. Other flowers of note included English Stonecrop, Pig-

nut, Lesser Spearwort in a wet ditch and attractive stands of Ragged Robin 

in the boggy section of the reserve. 

As we slowly descended towards the mire we 

encountered the first of around twenty Small Pearl 

Bordered Fritillary butterflies. They settled long enough 

for us to admire the deep orange upper sides, with a dark 

smudgy area around the body. Nowadays this beautiful 

butterfly is predominantly confined to western Britain and 

unfortunately has become virtually extinct in many 

areas, including Dorset. Other butterflies noted were 

good numbers of Green Hairstreak, a few Small Heaths 
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and Speckled Woods, Common Blues, a single Red Admiral and a white, 

most likely to be Green Veined White. 

At the Becka Brook we were treated to cavorting male Beautiful 

Demoiselles; flashes of brilliant deep blue in the sunshine. Good views 

were had of the female with her pale bronze coloured wings and a mating 

pair on the bridge. When we reached the pools we found a confusing array 

of dragonflies and damselflies. Identification is notoriously difficult, 

heightened by the differences between sexes and between immatures and 

adults. The highlight was close views of the nationally scarce Keeled 

Skimmer, the male with a narrow powder blue body, the female being a 

brownish bronze colour. Meanwhile 

the Emperor Dragonfly imperiously 

patrolled the pond proclaiming 

territory. Also seen was the Large 

Red Damselfly, Four-Spot Chaser 

and blue damselflies, either Common 

or Azure, difficult to tell apart by 

casual observation. Climbing away 

from the mire we had excellent views 

of the impressive Golden Ringed 

Dragonfly. 

The bird of the day was 

undoubtedly the male Redstart; next 

for me was the Tree Pipit and the 

Cuckoo which called on and off throughout the day, eventually being 

spotted to provide good views. Down in the mire we heard and glimpsed 

an elusive Reed Bunting whilst Willow Warblers serenaded us. Climbing 

away from the mire on our return journey the usual Dartmoor suspects 

were seen: Stonechat, Raven, Buzzard, Kestrel, Skylark and Meadow 

Pipit. The bird and flower lists are not comprehensive; that would be too 

tedious for the reader! 

Many thanks Ian: inspiring scenery and memorable wildlife 

sightings.  
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Ham Wall and Avalon Marshes – Somerset levels 
birdwatch; 30 April 2018 

 

Miriam Pavey 
 

Eleven keen birders gathered in Ham Walls RSPB car park. Hats, gloves, 

extra layers under warm coats, even thermals, were the order of the day 

to face the biting wind and cloudy skies on a chilly early morning at the end 

of April. 

Several Swallows and our first two Swifts were spotted from the car 

park. A Jackdaw was seen disappearing down a chimney pot as the day's 

wandering began. One of our first challenges was to differentiate the 

beautifully liquid singing of Blackcap and Garden Warbler, Blackcap being 

the much easier of the two to actually see. Great White Egrets were easily 

observed and, after crossing a bridge, at least one and possibly three were 

identified as nesting on the reed-bed island.  

The unseasonably cold weather proved a great advantage for 

identifying the hirundines. Hundreds of recently arrived Swallows were 

flying low over the water, feasting on insects kept low by the cold 

temperature. The birds were also perching on reeds, reminding us of the 

Starling roost on our last visit. Smaller, brown-backed Sand Martins were 

easy to distinguish from the white-rumped House Martins, swooping low 

over the water channel, right alongside the path. All were understandably 

hungry after their long migration from 

warmer climes. Many more Swifts, with 

their distinct, scythe-like wing shapes, 

were now seen at lower altitude than 

usually expected. Even the Hobbies' aerial 

displays (one seen early in the day and at 

least ten at a time in the afternoon) were 

low in the sky as they plucked Hairy 

Dragonflies and other insects in mid-air, transferring them from feet to beak 

without missing a wingbeat. A couple of these dashing falcons perched on 

a gate or bare branch, giving great opportunities to view their white neck, 
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dark 'moustaches', and rufous 'trousers' through scopes.  

As we proceeded towards Avalon Hide we undertook the task of 

differentiating the songs of 'regular' Reed Warbler and 

'scatty' Sedge Warbler. The former kept well hidden, 

but one of the latter was seen climbing among the 

reeds. Cetti's Warblers were easily identified by call 

but didn't break cover. Reed Bunting, not nearly so 

shy, were more clearly seen, as were Willow Warbler 

and Whitethroat. Chiffchaff was also easily identified 

by its call. A flock of Black-tailed Godwit swirled in 

display as they came in to land on a shallow lagoon. 

A pair of Lapwing were a bit of a surprise, until Ian 

explained that they breed here now.  

Throughout the day Bittern booms were limited to three or four at a 

time. We were reliably informed that there are fifty 

males on these marshes. One made a reasonably 

long flight, low over the reed-bed, and delighted the 

whole party. Individual male and female Marsh 

Harriers were admired for their striking plumage 

through binoculars and telescopes. Then three 

were seen flying in the same piece of airspace, one 

of which was calling. This was discussed as being 

unusual. Nearby a Crow was mobbing a Buzzard. 

Along the path we noticed at least four predated 

eggs. One looked like a duck egg, three others 

were smaller but similar with brown splodges, 

which were later identified as Coot and Moorhen. 

On the water several Great Crested Grebe appeared and dived 

repeatedly, along with vocal pairs of Little Grebe. There were Moorhen, 

Coot (one with two red-headed chicks), Cormorant, Little Egret, Mute 

Swan, Canada and Greylag Geese, including a pair with at least five 

goslings in tow on a swimming lesson. A male Gadwall was shielding his 

mate from two other potential suitors, as was a male Shoveler. A few Teal 

appeared to be breeding in the area. There were abundant Pochard and 
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Tufted Duck, along with Mallard, of course. 

We watched two Grey Heron young being fed on their reed-bed nest. 

A Water Rail's squeal revealed its presence and Lesser Black-backed and 

Black-headed Gull were observed, along with Wood Pigeon, Blackbird, 

Robin, Dunnock, Chaffinch, Goldfinch, and Blue, Great and Long-tailed Tit. 

Someone pointed out the beautifully formed ball of a Long-tailed Tit's nest, 

with its neat round entrance hole, carefully wedged in the fork of a low tree.  

It wasn't until nearly lunchtime that a Cuckoo was first heard close 

by, then seen by three of the group when it flew across the path, although 

an earlier Cuckoo had been glimpsed by another two members. A Song 

Thrush was noticed very close within greenery and a Great Spotted 

Woodpecker also put in a brief appearance. Fifty species made up the 

day's total count.  

When the sun finally came out, and the 

temperature began to rise, a Hairy Dragonfly and 

Red Damselfly were photographed while resting 

on foliage. Brimstone, 

Orange Tip, Peacock 

and Small Tortoise-

shell butterflies were 

on the wing. Earlier, Ian had pointed out several 

Roe Deer in a distant field.  

As always, our group leader, Ian Waite, 

patiently explained where to look and how to 

identify what was seen. Members generously 

shared their scopes and we enjoyed relaxed, happy company throughout 

a very rewarding day.  

 

Unless otherwise stated, the illustrations in this and other Newsletters are 

taken from a disc prepared for English Nature and given to us by their 

successors, Natural England. We are extremely grateful for this. 
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The Monarch Butterfly: Evolution in Action  

David Cox 
 

We are all familiar with the epic migration of the beautiful sub-tropical 

Monarch butterfly Danaus plexippus from television wildlife programmes. 

What is less well known is that the Monarch has established breeding 

colonies in parts of Southern Europe, where it has adapted to local food 

plants for its larvae. Because of the favourable climate, it can over-winter 

locally and survive without the need to migrate. These relatively rapid 

evolutionary changes provide exciting opportunities for European wildlife 

watchers. 

The annual migration of the Monarch from its over-wintering site in 

the forests of Mexico northwards through the USA and into Canada is one 

of the wonders of the natural world. It takes several generations to achieve 

and is driven by the need to find suitable feeding and reproductive 

conditions. As winter approaches the butterflies return to their winter 

hibernation sites. I have witnessed this 

impressive southerly movement whilst bird 

watching in autumn on the eastern 

seaboard of the US. At this time some 

Monarchs may be blown off course and 

arrive in the U.K., along with a few migratory 

American birds that cause great excitement 

in the twitching fraternity in hot spots such 

as the Scillies. Another population of 

Monarchs over-winters in Southern California and makes a similar 

migratory round journey on the western side of N. America. 

The food plant of the Monarch larva is the American Milkweed 

Asclepias tuberosa. The sap of this species (and many related ones) is 

highly toxic, containing cardiac glycosides related to digoxin. The 

caterpillars and, in turn, the butterflies, store the toxin, rendering them 

poisonous to predators. This particular plant is not native to Europe but the 
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Monarch colonies now established here have adapted to different food 

plants, using related species that have been introduced as garden plants.  

The Monarch first established itself in Europe in the Canaries, 

Azores and Madeira. Less well known are the colonies in the Algarve, 

Portugal, and the Cadiz area of Southern Spain; I have been fortunate 

enough to see Monarchs in both of these areas. In June 2018 we visited a 

newly established long-distance footpath just north of Gibraltar, called the 

Sendero Mariposa Monarca, translated as footpath of the Monarch 

butterfly. We ventured along the path with no great expectations and soon 

found ourselves in a flowery meadow, sloping down to a wet area with trees 

and shrubs. To our delight, and astonishment, a Monarch drifted through 

with its lazy gliding flight. Other attractive butterfly species were present 

including the Moroccan Orange Tip Anthocharis bella, similar to our own 

Orange Tip, but with the white wing colour replaced by yellow.  

The survival of the Monarch in these European locations has been 

due to the introduction of non-native members of the extensive milkweed 

family Asclepiadaceae. In Spain it is the Blood Flower, Asclepias 

curassavica, a South American species, whilst in the Algarve it is Bristle 

Fruited Silkweed, Gomphocarpus fruticosus, introduced from South Africa. 

The Monarch butterfly is clearly a robust species. Its colonisation of 

Europe has been the result of unrelated serendipitous events: the 

accidental crossing of the Atlantic followed by the discovery of introduced 

plants suitable for their larvae. As the Monarchs have found themselves in 

a climate that is suitable year-round, their migratory trigger has not been 

called upon. Let us hope that this beautiful insect continues to thrive in 

Southern Europe. 
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Cattle Egrets 
 

Mike Lock 
 

It is not many years since the Little Egret became a regular breeding 

species in Britain, with breeding first proved in Devon in 2002; now there 

are two colonies at Axmouth alone. Now it looks as if yet another white 

egret is colonising Devon – the Cattle Egret.  

Cattle Egrets have a core distribution in the Old World Tropics but 

have spread out from here in the last century, reaching South America in 

the 1930s and Central and North America in the 1960s. They have also 

spread to Australia, although introduction by man may have helped here. 

They have bred in southern Spain for many years but have been spreading 

north, and first bred successfully in southern France in 1969.  

The first record for Devon (and for Britain) was of a bird shot near 

Kingsbridge in 1805. There were then no further records of wild birds until 

1986 when one was on the Kingsbridge Estuary for a few days. After a few 

records in 2003, 2005 and 2006, there was a major influx in the winter of 

2007/2008 and since then birds have been seen every year, and in 2018 

a flock of 51 was seen on the Avon Estuary. They have been seen many 

times on and around the Axe Estuary, where they roost with Little Egrets 

at the Borrow Pit on Seaton Marshes. In late 2016 one roosted here at 

night and flew out to feed in the Colyton area each day. 

As their name suggests, Cattle Egrets often feed in fields with cattle, 

picking ticks and insects from the animals, and catching grasshoppers 

disturbed by them; they are by no means as aquatic as other herons and 

egrets. Do not, however, assume that any white egret that you see feeding 

among cattle is a Cattle Egret; in the Axe Valley, Little Egrets also often 

feed with cattle! 

Look for the yellow, not black, beak, the dark legs (black with yellow 

feet in the Little Egret), and the ‘jowly’ appearance of the head; the ‘chin’ 

under the beak projects further forward than the ‘brow’ above it. Adults, 

when seen close to, are clearly buff-tinged on the upper parts (an 

alternative name used to be ‘Buff-backed Heron’).  
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AXE VALE & DISTRICT CONSERVATION SOCIETY 

Registered Charity No. 266682 

Subscription Application/Renewal 
(for the year ending 30th September) 

To Hon. Treasurer, Ruth Gray, The Lodge, Windsor Mead, Sidford, Sidmouth, EX10 9AJ 

 
I/We* would like to join the Society/renew our subscription* and pay 

£ ……………. by Banker’s Order/Cheque/PO*. 

I/We have not received a copy of Newsletter no.86.  

(*Please delete as applicable). 

 

Minimum subscription: £5.00 per household.  

 

Name (in Block Capitals) ……………………………………Mr/Mrs/Miss/Ms 

Address:……………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………Postcode:……………………………………………….

Telephone Number………………………………………….Date……………… 

We need your permission to send you information on our activities. Agree?  Yes/No 

(Please note that membership records are held in computerised form. If you have any 

objection to your details being held in this way, please notify the Treasurer. Your details 

will not be shared with any other organisation). 

 

Gift Aid Declaration (Completing a Gift Aid Declaration ensures that we can make the 

most of your subscription/donation). 

I [Title]……………… 

Forename………………………Surname……………………………….. 

Address.……………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………Postcode……………………… 

want Axe Vale &District Conservation Society to treat all subscriptions/donations I have 

made since 6 April 2000 and all subscriptions/donations I make from this date as Gift Aid 

Donations until I notify you otherwise. 

Signature………………………………………….Date………………………….. 

 

N.B. In each tax year you need to pay enough income tax to cover the amount we shall be 

claiming from the Inland Revenue. At present we claim 28p in every £1. Please let us 

know if you no longer pay enough tax, if your name or address changes, or if you wish to 

cancel this declaration at any time. 
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